Forthcoming Meeting

Joint W116/W092/TG72 International Workshops

1-3 December 2010, Brisbane, Australia

CIB W116 Smart and Sustainable Built Environment, W092 Procurement Systems and TG72 Public Private Partnership will run international workshops in December 2010, in Brisbane Australia, coinciding with a major international conference, ICCREM2010. (www.iccrem.com)

ICCREM2010 is the 8th International Conference on Construction and Real Estate Management, a double refereed international conference series held since 2003. Scheduled for 1st - 3rd December 2010 in Brisbane, it is jointly organized by nine universities in the USA, UK, China, Singapore and Australia. With the main theme of Leading sustainable development through construction and real estate management, ICCREM2010 includes a wide range of topics, from technology innovation to urban planning, and from infrastructure engineering to project management.

This creates the opportunity for CIB W116, W092 and TG72 to promote their disciplinary foci to wider audiences and industry sectors. The conference delegates will also benefit from expert views and dedicated presentations on the cutting edge development of sustainability issues, partnerships, and procurement strategies, all necessary ingredients for the successful development of construction and property projects.

W116 International Workshop

The W116 International Workshop will be its 5th, and will continue its tradition of information dissemination through international events such as the highly successful triennial CIB SASBE conferences in 2003, 2006 and 2009, with the fourth, SASBE2012 being organized in Brazil. The workshop will be co-chaired by Dr Chrisna du Plessis and Professor Jay Yang. It will centre around preliminary findings of the review work of the CIB Agenda 21 publications, with particular reflection on today’s research and practice towards developing smart and sustainable built environments, and the showcasing of some exemplar projects. Another focus will be to follow up on discussions at W116 meetings during SASBE2009 in Delft, Netherlands and the forthcoming one in May at Salford, UK and on identifying the exclusiveness and clarity of future SASBE conferences in response to current and emerging needs in practice and CIB work strategies. The integration research aspects of the commission work will also be discussed and reported.

W092 and TG72 Workshop

The W092 and TG72 workshop will be co-chaired by Professor Steve Rowlinson and Professor McDermott (W092 Coordinators), Professor Kumaraswamy and/or Professor Akintoye (TG72 Coordinators); and Dr Adrian Bridge. It will address latest developments in research concerning finance and construction capacity and other constraints. In particular, it will include progress with a federally funded research project in Australia that has an unprecedented level of support from all the key state treasury departments in Australia. The workshop attendees will have opportunities to present overviews of related research in their country. They will also receive an update on current reforms being
implemented by federal and state governments in Australia and which are based on world-class practice. Back-to-back commission meetings of TG72 and W092 have been planned to include a preview and discussion of the forward programme of the Task Group’s activities and the Working Commission’s next meetings.

**Important Dates**

W116/W092/TG72 Workshops  **1-3 December 2010**

**Additional Information**

For further information about the W116 Workshop please contact the workshop chairs:
- Professor Dr. Jay Yang  
  j.yang@qut.edu.au
- Chrisna Du Plessis  
  cdupless@csir.co.za

For additional information about the CIB W092 and about the joint TG72/W092 workshop please contact the W092 Coordinators: Steve Rowlinson  
steverowlinson@hku.hk and Peter McDermott  
p.mcdermott@salford.ac.uk.

For additional information about TG72 and about the joint W092/TG72 workshop please contact the TG72 Coordinators Mohan Kumaraswamy  
mohan@hkucc.hku.hk and Akintola Akintoye  
aakintoye@uclan.ac.uk.

You can find more information on the activities of CIB W116, W092 or TG762 at [www.cibworld.nl](http://www.cibworld.nl) - Databases - select “Go to Database” – in the shown search engine: type W116, W092 or TG72 in the field “Commission number”.
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**Info Section:**


CIB Theme: Sustainable Construction
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